
How much could accurate fuel 
reimbursements save you?

Data makes a difference. Discover the bottom-line 
impact of market-based fuel reimbursements.

ATL

Breakthrough’s Bottom-Line Benefits
Shippers working with Breakthrough cut  

fuel costs across their transportation network.

Real Client Results
Beyond fuel reimbursements, our clients use Breakthrough  

solutions to power smarter, more efficient transportation networks.  
Here are just a few examples of our clients’ achievements:

Shippers see a 10x ROI in the first year 
of a Breakthrough partnership.

20% 40¢
Reduction

in truckload fuel spend
Saved

per gallon on fuel costs

$4 Million $1 Million
saved on a single lane  

using carrier optimization
saved through  

best-fit carrier usage

13%
reduction in linehaul rates  

using best-fit carriers

Driving Sustainability  
With CleanMile
Scope 3 emissions make up around 
90% of companies’ total carbon output. 
Breakthrough equips you to track and 
reduce scope 3 transportation emissions, 
which comprise 10% of this category.

90%

Your Partner for Transportation Management
Breakthrough empowers shippers with data, technology and  

market knowledge to help you reduce costs, create fair partnerships,  
and improve the sustainability and efficiency of your transportation network.

Calculate Your Savings

Diesel Prices Fluctuate —  
Are Your Fuel Surcharges Keeping Up?

Your fuel reimbursements should reflect market realities.

The Anatomy of a Fuel Surcharge
Compare the common fuel surcharge to Breakthrough’s  
market-based reimbursement for the same shipment.

MKE

$534.60
Common Fuel Surcharge

Accounts For: Accounts For:

- Daily updates
- Market fuel prices along lanes

- Tax exposure by state
- Fuel consumption

- DOE national average
- Updated once per week

$477.23
Breakthrough Fuel Recovery

Price swings over 10¢ occurred 79 times in 2022,  
compared to just 12 times in the previous 10 years.
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https://www.breakthroughfuel.com/calculator

